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                               I YEAR  NEP  SYLLABUS 

   I B Com and  BCA 

PROGRAMME  OUTCOMES (Pos) 

 To introduce from locals to all india literature. 

 To develop a sense of tolerance towards different communities of the society. 

 Establish a multidisciplinary approach in higher and research. 

 To enable practical and experiential learning. 

 The topics related to morality social harmony and environment will develop in the medium of 

literature. 

 To develop national consciousness. 

 To develop a sense of inclusive approach, responsible citizenship, moral compass and social 

commitment among the students. 

 To give information about various literary genres. 

 

 

                 COURSE OUT COMES  (Cos) 

SEMESTER  I 

B.Com : HINDI GADYA KI VIDAYE aur VYAKARAN 

 Will be familiar with different genres of hindi prose. 

 The study of prose will generate interest in creative writing. 

 Studying Hindi grammar,we will understand the pure form of Hindi language. 

 Language skills will develop. 

 

BCA :Hindi nibhand sahitya aur karyalay  Hindi 

 Will get the ability to compose essay on the basis of elements of prose. 

 Can  acquire reading skill, writing skills and oratory skills. 

 By understanding the nature of letter writing. 

 Understanding the correct information  related  to Hindi  correspondence.  



 

SEMESTER  II 

B.Com :  Kahani sangrah aur media lekhan 

 Ability to understand the form of Hindi story will be built. 

 Will get qualification in writing in social media. 

 Knowledge of the nature of media writing will be obtained. 

 Gain knowledge of  the nature of media writing. 

 

BCA :Hindi kahani sahitya aur prayojanmoolak Hindi 

 Can aquire the ability to create a story based on the elements of the story. 

 Get the information  related to Hindi fiction. 

 An understanding of the purposeful form of purposeful Hindi will be created. 

 Get the ability to express your creative thoughts and feelings. 

 

 

II YEAR  NEP  SYLLABUS 

 

BSc, BBA and BCA 

PROGRAMM  OUTCOME (POs) 

 To  develop language skills. 

 The topics related  to morality social harmony and environment  will develop in the medium of 

literature. 

 Basic knowledge of Hindi grammar ,anuvaad ,official letters, behavior and commercial. 

 To  stop the feeling of discrimination towards  different communities  of the society.  

 To develop healthy attitude towards human values. 

 The study of Indian literature will improve the knowledge expansion and expression ability of the 

students. 

 Linguistic value can also be known in practical.  

 

COURSE OUTCOMES ( Cos) 

SEMESTER III 

BSc : HINDI NATAK SAHITYA + SANCHAR MADYAM AUR HINDI 



 Ability to understand  the one-act play alternating patterns will be developed. 

 There will be a production in the staging of the one-act play. 

 Will be able to understand the application and importance of Hindi in communication media. 

 

BBA: HINDI KAHANI AUR ANUVAAD ABHYAAS 

 Ability to understand the form  of  hindi story will be  developed. 

 Interest will develop in reading and  writing stories. 

 Ability to translate will be preferred. 

 

BCA : HINDI KAVITHA AUR COMPUTER   HINDI 

 Ability to understand the form of Hindi poetry will be develop. 

 Interest will be  generated in reading poetry. 

 Understand computer and applications. 

 

 

COURSE OUTCOMES ( Cos) 

SEMESTER IV 

BSc :  HINDI  LAGHU  UPANYAS AUR BHASHA KE VIVID ROOP 

 Ability to understand the novel form will be developed. 

 There will be interest in writing novel. 

 The various spa of  language will be familiar. 

BBA :  HINDI  NATAK SAHITYA AUR AALEKHAN , TIPPAN,SAARLEKHAN SAMSKHIPTIKARAN 

PARICHAY 

 Ability to understand drama will be developed. 

 Interest will be generated in staging the drama. 

 Ability  to use drafting , noting  and optimizing applications. 

BCA : HINDI  NATAK SAHITYA AUR ANTARJAAL PAR  PATRIKAYE, CHITTA LEKHAN 

 Ability to understand  drama will be developed. 

 Get the information on writing blogs on unknown topics. 

 Interest will be generated in staging  the drama. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


